
Situational Judgment 
Tests

The Teacher Selection Project at the University of York is the world leader in research on teacher selection. Our work 
has been supported by major international funders, validated by over 80,000 prospective teachers worldwide, and 
published in peer-reviewed scientific journals. We are now offering our research-based tools for wider use through a 
university-based commercial venture.

What is T-Screen? 
• An online selection tool developed with

teachers and teacher educators.
• It assesses applicants’ non-academic attributes

like empathy, planning, and adaptability.
• We use a situational judgment test (SJT)

methodology that presents applicants with a
series of realistic teaching situations and
evaluates their decision-making.

• Completion takes about 45 minutes and is
delivered on a secure test platform.

How can T-Screen help your 
programme?
• Makes your selection process easier and

more accurate.
• Helps you identify the best applicants

before interview.
• Provides unbiased ranking data for all

applicants arranged by gender, ethnicity,
and experience level.

What attributes does T-Screen measure?

Why choose T-Screen?
• Applicant reactions to T-Screen are positive.
• Provides a cost-effective way to assess non-academic competencies.
• Robust research base shows that SJTs can improve selection decisions.
• The only selection tool developed with teachers and teacher educators.
• Applicants can take T-Screen remotely at any time, anywhere in the world.



How can you implement T-Screen in your programme?
One-year licenses are available, with technical support provided for participants.
You can try a demo here.
Please contact our team at info@teacherselect.org for further information, or visit our website at 
www.teacherselect.org to read the research supporting T-Screen.

  Key features

• Tested with over 80,000
applicants in 9 countries

• Effective and efficient for
large-scale selection

• Real-time scores are provided
to programmes

• Feedback can be provided to
applicants on their performance

Which T-Screen versions are available?
• T-Screen A: Selection for ITE, early years and 

primary
• T-Screen B: Selection for ITE, secondary
• T-Screen C: Selection for beginning teaching, 

early years and primary
• T-Screen D: Selection for beginning teaching, 

secondary
• T-ScreenPlus: With a mix of fixed- and open-

ended questions

Scenarios may be presented as text, 
video, or a combination of both. 
Here is an example scenario:
"You are working with Rosa, a pupil who is 
not achieving at a very high level even 
though she is working very hard. You have 
tried a number of different approaches, 
taken advice from your mentor and have 
done online research to find new 
strategies. However, Rosa continues to 
struggle. One day, she turns to you and 
asks, 'Why is this so hard for me?' What 
should you do?"

Candidates then decide on the appropriateness of a number of possible responses.
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